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ABSTRACT

Of two newly described North American localities for harkerite, - Caas Mg16 [AlSi+Ors(OH)]+ (803)16 (COtr6 (HzO,HCDz,
the high-temperature, low-pressure contact aureole in the Crestmore quarry is typical for this mineral, whereas the deep-seated
Cascade Slide xenolith in anorthosite is unique. Critical assemblages are harkerite + forsterite + clntonite + spinel (Crestmore

marble), harkerite + monticellite + forsterite + spinel and harkerite + clinopyroxene + monticellite (Cascade Slide marble), and
harkerite + vesuvianite + monticellite + clintonite (Crestmore skam). The sequence of crystallization at both localities is first
monticellite, then forsterite, and lastly, harkerite; at Crestmore, clintonite formed after forsterite and spinel Variations in SiO2,
A12O3 and B2O3 in harkerite approximately fit the substitution (BO:)+ + Als 75Sia 25015 25(OH)o rs. The distribution of Fe2* and
Mg among the minerals is regular, and the ratio Fe2*/I{g increases in the sequence forsterite < harkerite < spinel < monticellite
<< magnetite. This regularity is consistent with most Fe being Fe2* in harkerite and with approach to chemical equilibrium
between harkeriie and associated minerals. At Crestmore, the harkerite formed at close to peak temperature, when lluid intro-
duced Ai into the aureole. The boron was presumably introduced by this fluid at Crestmore, whereas it could have been present
in the precursors to the harkerite-bearing rocks at Cascade Slide. The Cascade Slide harkerite probably formed at high tempera-
ture and low pressure in a marble xenolith entrapped in anorthosite at a high level in the crust, and re-equilibrated during granu-
lite-facies metamorphism. Harkerite was stable at the 7-8 kbar pressure estimated for this metamorphism, but only because of the
near-absence of a fluid phase.

Keywords: harkerite, monticellite, forsterite, spinel, contact aureole, ion microprobe, Adirondack Mountains, New York,
Crestmore quan1, Cal ifomia.

Soul,runp

Des deux nouveaux indices de harkerite, - Ca+s Mg16 [AlSiaO15(OH)]4 GOtr6 (CO:)ro (HzO,HCl)2, situ6s en Am6rique du
Nord, c'est I'aur6ole de contact d temp6rature 6lev6e et faible pression exploit6e dans la carribre de Crestmore, en Californie. qui
pr6sente le milieu de formation typique de ce min6ral. En revanche, le xdnolithe d'origine profonde d6couvert dans une anorthosite
d Cascade Slide, dans la chaine Adirondack, New York, semble unique. Les assemblages critiques sont: harkerite + forsterite +
clintonite + spinelle (marbre de Crestmore), harkerite + monticellite + forst6rite + spinelle et harkerite + clinopyroxdne +
monticellite (marbre de Cascade Slide), et harkerite + v6suvianite + monticellite + clintonite (skarn de Crestmore) La s6quence
de cristallisation aux deux endroits est d'abord monticellite, ensuite forst6rite et, finalement, harkerite; iL Crestmore, la clintonite
s'est form6e aprbs la forstdrite et le spinelle. Dans la harkerite, les variations en SiO2, A12O3 et B2O3 respectent grosso modo
la substitution (BO:)+ + Alo rsSia zsOrs zs(OH)o zs. La distribution de Fe2+ et Mg parmi les min6raux est r6gulibre, et le rapport
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Fe'*/Mg augmente dans la s6quence forst6rite < harkerite < spinelle < monticellite << magn6tite. Cette r6gularit6 concorde avec
I'hypothbse voulant que le Fe est surtout e l'6tat feffeux dans la harkerite, et que celle-ci se rapproche de l'6quilibre avec les
min6raux associds. A Crestmore, la harkerite s'est form6e prds de la temp6rature maximale du mdtamorphisme, quand la phase
fluide a introduit l'aluminium dans la zone de contact. Le bore a probablement aussi 6t6 introduit par cette phase fluide i Crestmore,
tandis qu'd Cascade Slide, i1 6tait peut-Ctre pr6sent dans le pr6curseur des roches d harkerite. A cet endroit, la harkerite s'est
probablement form6e d temp6rature 6lev6e et d faible pression dans un x6nolithe de marbre pi6g6 dans une anorthosite A faible
profondeur dans la crotte, et r6-6quilibr6e au cours du m6tamorphisme dans le facids granulite. La harkerite est rest6e stable dans
I'intervalle de pression de 7-8 kbar que I'on pr6conise pour cet 6pisode de m6tamorphisme, mais seulement h cause de l'absence
presque totale d'une phase fluide.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-clds:harkerite, monticellite, forst6rite, spinelle, aur6ole de contact, microsonde ionique, chaine des Adirondack, New York,
carribre de Crestmore, Califomie.

INrnooucrroN

Harkerite, a complex Ca-Mg carbonate-borate-sili-
cate with an approximate formula Ca+e Mgro [AlSi4Ol5
(OH)14 @O3)ro (CO:)ro (H2O,HCI)2 (Giuseppetti er al.
1977), is typically found in calcareous skams and other
rocks rich in Ca formed at low pressures and high tem-
peratures; thirteen localities have been reported (2.g.,
Tilley 1951, Pertsev 1971, Barbieri et al. 1977, Grew
1996). However, harkerite and the related mineral
sakhaite are not restricted to such environments, having
also been reported from regional greenschist-facies
rocks in South Africa (Innes & Chaplin 1986, Dunn er
al. l99O), amphibolite-facies rocks in Sweden (Holtstam
& Langhof 1995), and from granulite-facies rocks at
Cascade Slide, New York (Baillieul 1976.

We present here a detailed description of harkerite
and associated minerals from Crestmore quarry, Cali-
fornia, and Cascade Slide, New York, including the frrst
analytical results obtained on harkerite with the ion
probe. Baillieul (1976) reported an X-ray powder pat-
tern and a petrographic description of harkerite from
Cascade Slide, whereas only the mineral association has
been cited for Crestmore harkerite (Adams and Grew,
unpublished data cited in Grew 1996). In addition, we
include our petrographic and chemical data on a specl-
men from the type locality at Skye, U.K.

Psrnocnepruc Descnrprrow

Crestmore quarry

Harkerite was found originally in specimens col-
lected in 1979 from vesuvianite-rich skarn at the 910-
foot (358 m) level of the quarry (sample 3). ln 1992,
harkerite was found in blue calcite marble at the 700
foot (276 m) level underground in the mine (samples
r , 2 ) .

The harkerite-bearing poftions of the two marble
specimens (#lC, 24, Table l) consist dominantly of
blue calcite in grains typically from 2 mm to nearly
I cm across. Harkerite forms subequant grains mostly
l-2 mm across in #1C, and irregular, sprawling grains

extending over 5 mm rn #24. Fresh harkerite is in part
isotropic, in part has low birefringence; some birefrin-
gent patches show mosaic extinction and ill-defined
twinning. Harkerite encloses clintonite, spinel, calcite
and forsterite. Monticellite was found only in #1C as
rare inclusions in forsterite (Fig. l). Forsterite is com-
monly twinned, locally in pie-shaped segments (Fig. 2),
similar to the trillings in forsterite from skarns
metasomatized with boron in Polar Yakutiya (Pertsev
1 965). In #1 , green spinel occurs invariably as irregular
grains <0.2 flrm across enclosed in clintonite (Fig. 3);
locally, a few spinel grains are enclosed in forsterite or
calcite. In #2A, spinel grains 0.05-O.35 mm across are
found in the calcite matrix and in harkerite, as well as in
clintonite (Fig. a). Anhydrite occurs as isolated grains
in the calcite matrix (Fig. 1) or in aggregates with
clintonite and harkerite (Fig. 4); it was identifred by its
orthogonal cleavages, high birefringence, and presence
of only Ca and S in a scan with the energy-dispersion
system (EDS). The single apatite ("wilkeite") grain in
#2A contains minor S, Si and Cl (EDS scan). Perovskite
occurs sparingly, typically in contact with clintonite
(e.s., Fig. 1).

The skam specimen contains harkerite, large brown
crystals of vesuvianite, poikiloblastic wollastonite,
white radiating fibers of jennite replacing crystals of
another mineral, and blue calcite. However, wollasto-
nite was not found in the thin section cut for the study
of harkerite (#3A, Table 1). A small patch of fresh
harkerite showing low birefringence and a mosaic tex-
ture in polarized light was found in a large mass that is
mostly altered. Clintonite with spinel inclusions and
monticellite occurs within the vesuvianite matrix. Cal-
cite forms veinlets and clots, and appears to be second-
ary.

Cascade Slide xenolith

Our specimens were collected in 1995 (#7,2) and in
1996 (#3,4,5, Table 1) from boulders downstream from
Bail l ieul 's (1976, Plate 1) local i ty for the in situ
harkerite-bearing specimen TM-16 (Table 1). All speci-
mens showed spots of red fluorescence in shortwave UV
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FIG. 1. Photomicrograph of forsterite (Fo) with inclusion of monticellite (Mtc) in
Crestmore marble #1C. Perovskite (Prv) is partly sunounded by clintonite (Cln). Anh:
anhydrite,Cal:calcite CompositionsofforsteriteandmonticellitearegiveninTable5.
Piane-polarized light.

FIc. 2. Photomicrograph of twinned forsterite (Fo) in Crestmore marble #2A Numbers
mark the twin segments, Cal: calcite, Spl: spinel, Cln: clintonite. Crossed nicols.
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Frc 3. Photomicrograph of clintonite (Cln) with rnclusions of spinel (Sp1) and forsterite
(Fo) in Crestmore marble #1A (harkerite-free part of sample #1) Cal: calcite. Plane-
polarized light.

Frc. 4. Photomicrograph of harkerite (Hrk) and clintonite (Cln) aggregate with inclusions
of spinel (Spl) in Crestmore marble #2A Mgt: magnetite, Anh: anhydrite, Cal: calcite
Plane-polarized light.
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TABLE I MINBRALS IN MARBLE AND SKARN CONTAINING
FRESHI]ARKERITE

Sections of specimens #l and 2 contain no fresh
harkerite, although fine-grained material characteristrc
of altered harkerite is present in #1. Clinopyroxene rs
abundant both as inclusions and as rounded inclusions
in monticellite. In #1, garnet overgrows and embays
clinopyroxene and forms microveinlets between calcite
grains, whereas in #2, garnet is absent, its place being
taken by clintonite, which embays clinopyroxene and
encloses spinel.

Specimens #3,4 and 5 (Table l) consist dominantly
of blue calcite in grains up to 1 cm across. Harkerite
forms irregular masses with triangular projections into
calcite and extending over 7 mm and locally enclosing
monticellite (Fig. 5) or embaying it. Harkerite is bire-
fringent (mostly first-order gray) and has fine poly-
synthetic twinning. The masses of harkerite are inferred
to be aggregates of subhedral to euhedral octahedra; the
twinning and anisotropy could have resulted from in-
version to a non-isometric crystal system. Harkerite is
commonly altered along fractures or in patches to very
fine-grained material, in part rust-stained. Monticellite
in rounded grains 1-4.5 mm across is the dominant sili-
cate phase, whereas forsterite occurs only in #4 as par-
tial overgrowths around monticellite. Some forsterite
overgrowths widen and become poikilitic. Clinopyroxene
is very pale yellow in thin section; it forms rounded in-
clusions in monticellite in #3, and equant grains 1-2.5
mm across in #5, where it is locally overgrown by
monticellite or gamet. In #5, yellow garnet forms skel-
etal euhedral grains, overgrowths on clinopyroxene and
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that is characteristic of harkerite. On the basis of
Baillieul's description and our finds, we suspect that
harkerite is widespread in calcite marble at Cascade
Slide.
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x o z

x x - l
i - x 3 3

Frc. 5 Photomicrograph of harkerite (IIrk) with an inclusion of monticellite (Mtc) in
Cascade Slide marble #4. Cal: calcite. Plane-oolarized lieht
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inclusions in monticellite, whereas in #3, it forms
overgrowths around spinel and monticellite. Green
spinel forms rounded grains 0.05-O.35 mm across in
calcite and monticellite; it is separated from harkerite
by a gamet selvage.In#3, spinel is accompanied by tiny
grains (ca. 0.05 mm across) of magnetite, whereas in
#4, one grain of spinel is totally mantled by magnetite.
Sphalerite and barite were recognized in back-scattered
electron (BSE) images as inclusions in garnet and
clinopyroxene, respectively; barite also is found near
spinel.

Skl"

A specimen of harkerite from the type locality, Skye
(#56016, Harker Collection, University of Cambridge)
was selected as an ion probe standard. This specimen
consists of major monticellite and harkerite, minor an-
dradite, sphaleri te, and Cu-Fe sulf ides; calcite,
clinopyroxene, and an unidentified colorless phase are
found in microveinlets (Table 1). Harkerite forms
anhedral to euhedral (octahedral) grains typically 0.3-1
min across. Patches ofharkerite are weakly anisotropic
and show very fine banding parallel to crystal faces in
polarized light. Some grains have an atoll texture; in
some cases, the core is riddled with fine inclusions,
whereas in others, it is completely altered to a fine-
grained material (mostly calcite?) that is separated from
fresh material by a planar interface, which was illus-
trated by Tilley (1951). The clinopyroxene is close to
end-member diopside (semiquantitative wavelength-
dispersion analyses gave TiO2 0.1, Fe as FeuO: 0.8,
Al2O3 0.5, MnO 0.4 wt%o, Na2O below detection),

whereas the unknown contains only detectable Ca
(-50Vo wt7o CaO) and Cl. In other respects, the speci-
men coresponds closely to the material described by
Tilley (1951), who also reported bornite, chalcocite, and
magnetrte.

X-Rav DtnRnecrroN AND INFRARED DATA

X-ray powder-diffraction data (Debye-Scherrer
camera) on harkerite in one sample of marble from un-
derground at Crestmore (P. Adams, unpublished data
using Ni-frltered CuKcr radiation) and in a sample from
Cascade Slide [Baillieul (1976), using Mn-filtered FeKct
radiationl are in good agreement with data on harkerite
from the type locality of Skye, U.K. (Tilley 1951,
Ostrovskaya e/ al. 1966). All the lines with an estimated
relative intensity greater than 5 and most of those with
intensities of 4 or 5 (on a scale of 100) in the pattem
reported by Ostrovskaya et al. (1966), and all lines of
medium intensity and greater in Tilley's (1951) pattern,
are present in the Crestmore and Cascade Slide pattems.

Harkerite from Crestmore #2A was analyzed by
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy from
4000 to 650 cm I using a Nicolet Magna 550 spectro-
meter equipped with a Nicplan microscope and an
MCT-A detector. After a small amount of harkerite was
crushed in a diamond compression cell, an area 100 pm
in diameter of the crushed material was analyzed by
transmission on one of the cell windows. The clean dia-
mond window serryed as a background spectrum. The
FTIR spectrum is virtually identical to those of the Skye
harkerite and of a sample of harkerite of unknown prov-
enance (Table 2, Fig. 6). The only major feature not

oo

E

E
Fs

1400 1200

Wavenumbers (cm-1)

Ftc. 6. FTIR spectrum of Crestmore harkerite (sample 2A).
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I
Skye, U K

m r

TABLE 2 IMIRARED SPECTRA OF HARKERITEI tions, the content of each constituent given in the tables
of compositions is an average of 10 analyses at a given
spot, and one to three grains ofeach mineral were ana-
lyzed at one spot each in a given section. Unless the
measured content of a given constituent exceeded the
one-sigma standard deviation by more than0.Ot wtVo,
the constituent was considered to be at or below the limit
of detection, and its content is given as zero in the tables
of compositional data; for F, the cutoff was 0.037o.

The EMP data for harkerite were corrected for an
estimated H2O content of 0.6 wtTo (corresponding to 4H
per formula tnit; cf. 0.87 wt%o: Tilley 1951) and
semiquantitative B2O3 and COz contents from the ion-
probe data.

The minerals were also analyzed for light elements
with a Cameca ims 4f ion microprobe (secondary ion
mass spectroscopy, SIMS) operated on the University
of New Mexico (UNM) campus by a UNM - Sandia
National Laboratories consortium. Harkerite was ana-
lyzed for B and C under the following operating condi-
tions: 160-, nominal l0 kV primary acceleration voltage,
beam current of 5 nA,25 pm spot size, secondary beam
voltage offset of 0 V, and an energy window of 25 V.
Mass resolution of IWAM = 2500 was sufficient to re-
solve the l2C* signal from the 24Mg2* signal. The ion
signals of 118 and lzC were normalized to the 26Si sig-
nal and SiOz (weight 7o).

It was originally hoped to obtain B and C contents in
the harkerite from Cascade Slide and Crestmore from
working curves scaled to the factors (t1BP8Si)*SiO2 and
(t2cl28si;*5i92 in harkerite from the type locality
(Skye). However, harkerite in specimen #56016 from
Skye turned out to be compositionally heterogeneous.
The analyzed points differ markedly in SiO2, B2O3 and
COz Gable 3), even in an area of a few tens of pm

across. Other standards for B at our disposal are Al-rich
borosilicates that are unsuitable for harkerite because
the very different matrix could have significant effects
on ion yield. Consequently, we adopted a somewhat
different approach to calibrate the B and C data. Nor-
mally, we use one set of values for SiO2 (by electron-
microprobe analysis, EMPA) and B2O3 (by wet
chemistry or crystal-stmcture refinement) as input for
each standard (e.g., Grew et al. 1998). In the present
case, the average result of the two published wet-chemi-
cal analyses for SiOz, B2O3 and CO2 Qilley 1951,
Ostrovskaya et al. 1966) were used. Two grains in
#56016 were analyzed at six (la-f) and four points (2a-

d) with the SIMS, and at three points each (1a, lbdf,
lce,2ad,2b,2c) with the EMP (Table 3). The EMPA
points were selected to be as close as possible_ to^the
3IMS points. The average values of the ratios 11BP8Si

and l2cl8si for the 10 SIMS points were used to calcu-
late a working curve. Not surprisingly, the average B2O3
and COz contents of #56016 are close to the chemical
data used as input (Table 3).

Because the average EMPA SiO2 is close to the av-
erage result of the two wet-chemical analyses (Table 3),
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matching features reported in the other spectra is at
1284 cm\; the shoulder at 1300 cm-l (Ostrovskaya
et al. 1966) is the closest. No feature at this position is
reported in the spectra for sakhaite (Ostrovskaya el a/.
1966, Povarennykh & Nefedov 1971). This absence
could be due to the existence of only one B site in the
sakhaite structure compared to two B sites in the
harkerite structure (Giuseppetti et al. 197 7 ). Variations
in the relative heights ofthe1245 cm-'and 1284-1300
cm I features and in their positions could be due to
variations in B content from one specimen ofharkerite
to another. For example, the spectra for Crestmore #2A
and #3A differ in that two distinct features at 1230 and
1300 cm-] are present in the spectrum of 3.A, which
contains less B than #2A (see below).

Crularcel Colrposrrrox

Methods

Harkerite and associated minerals in three samples
each from Cascade Slide and Crestmore, as well as in a
specimen from the type locality (#56016), were ana-
lyzed for elements with Z > 9 with a wavelength-dis-
persion ARL SEMQ electron microprobe (EMP) at the
University of Maine. The EMP was operated with a 15
kV accelerating voltage and 10 nA beam currenq a Q(pz)
correction scheme was used to reduce the data. The fol-
lowing standards were used for all the minerals except
for Si, Al and Ca in clintonite: diopside (Si, Mg, Ca),
rutile (Ti), corundum (Al), almandine (Fe), spessartine
(Mn), orthoclase (K), jadeite (Na), scapolite (Cl),
polylithionite (F), willemite (Zn), chromite (Cr) and
barite (S). Clintonite was re-analyzed with kyanite (Si,
Al) and wollastonite (Ca) as standards; this choice re-
sulted in improved analytical totals. With rare excep-
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TABLE 3 COMPOSITIONS OF IIARKER]TE FROM TFIE TYPE LOCALITY

Grain-point Bro. Co"

wet chemical. bulk (Dt %)

BO3 and CO3 triangles, SiOa and AlOa tetrahedra, MgOo
octahedra, and CaO6 polyhedra. A distinctive feature rs
the tetrahedral pentamer [Al(SiO4)4]-13 @.g.,Dirken et
al. 1995), which substitutes for four unpolymerized
(BO:)-r triangles in both harkerite and sakhaite lMachin
& Miehe 1976). Ostrovskaya (1969) suggested that
charge balance could be achieved by incorporation of
Cl or H with the [BO:]at2 cluster or with CO:-for-BO:
substi tut ion. The substi tut ion Cl- + [BO3]a-12 =

[Al(SiO4)4]-'3 is consistent with chemical data on most
harkerite, but is not viable if Cl is incorporated as HCl,
as Giuseppetti et al. (1977) deduced. Charge balance is
possible both locally (Giuseppetti et al. 1977) and
globally if the pentamer composition is [AlSiaO15
(oH)l t2.

The structures of harkerite and sakhaite contain two
large cages with diameters ol roughly 3.4 A and 6.4-
6.5 A. Chlorine (or HCI) is reported to occupy the larger
cavity in harkerite; H2O is reported in both minerals.
Ostrovskaya e/ al. (1966) cited the presence of bands in
the region of 2800-3000 cm-r and near 3200 cm-r of
the infrared spectrum as evidence for strong H-bonds in

TABLE 4 SELECTED COMPOSITIONS OF HARKERITE

sio,

Tilley
Ostrovskaya et al-

Average*

56016-l  a
56016-lb
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using the average result of the wet-chemical determina-
tions of B2O3 and CO2 to calibrate the working curve is
reasonable. For this reason, the B2O3 and CO2 contents
are given as "semiquantitative" in Table 4. In any case,
differences in B2O3 and CO2 contents between one
analysis and another can be used to assess compositional
variations whatever the accuracy associated with the
absolute values.

Boron contents in the associated minerals were es-
tablished under the same conditions used for Al-rich
borosilicates (e.g., Grew et al. 1998). The reported B
contents could be systematically in error because of
large differences in matrix between the unknowns (gros-
sular - andradite, monticellite, forsterite, vesuvianite)
and the ferromagnesian Al-rich borosilicates used as B
standards. Nonetheless, the B contents measured in
forsterite and monticellite are plausible because they are
consistent with crystal-chemical considerations (see
below). Clintonite was analyzed using muscovite as a
standard for Li and B.

Harkerite

Interpretation of the chemical composition of
harkerite is impossible without a brief review of its crys-
tal chemistry (Giuseppetti et al. 1977) and that of the
closely related mineral sakhaite, approximately Caag
Mg16 (803)26 (CO:)ro Cl4 (OH)8 (H2O)a (Ostrovskaya
1969, Chichagov et al. 1974, Yakubovich et al. 1978).
The crystal structure of these two minerals is built up of

El@tron microprobe, vr'tolo

16372 1233 Am A.69 1089 1602 1590 t5.94
3 473 2.37 213 289 23t 324 292 283
-  0 8 0  0 8 3  0 6 1  0 5 2  0 5 7  0 1 6  0 8 0

10 982 l0 81 l0 84 10 61 10 61 10.45 10 83 l0 90
45841 4605 4544 4528 4469 4555 4400 4439
.- 0 0 0.09 023 008 0 0
120't 1, 4r I 14 | 32 235 1_25 | U | 25

Ioo micrcprobe (SIMS), smi-qwtitative, wt%

9485 860 855 5-92  955 638 s87r  607
rr992 1378 14.44 13s2 1562 1466 t4gst t4z6

Calculate4 wt%

HzO 0921 093 092 091 120 091 090 091
O=Ct -o 27 -O 32 -0 26 -0 30 -0 53 -0 28 -O 2E -O 29

Toral 100.001 96 76 99-53 95 45 97 27 98 75 97.09 97 16

Fomulae nomalized to Ca + Mg + Fe = 64

16000 il.934 145s0 14.499 10852 15.808 rs-919 t5.822
4000 2704 31 ,42  3362 2713 3-768 3446 33 l t

20000 14638 11692 1786r 13s65 19576 19365 19_133

B 16000 14.368 14412 10086 16427 10867 10145 10.,100
c 16,000 18209 19251 18218 21251 19_750 20.435 19459
Fe2* - 0 648 o 6i8 0.i04 o 433 0.470 0 636 o 64
Mg 16000 15598 15780 15612 15851 15372 16165 16129
Ca 48.000 47754 4'7542 47834 47716 48158 47.199 47207
Su 116000 l l l2 l5  115.355 110165 115243 111193 115945 112992

Crestnore
lc 2A 3A
| 2 labi

Smple #
G6in #

Ideal Skye
- 56016 56016
- lbdfx 2ad*

Casade Slide
3 4
l 1

sio,
AlzOr
FeO
Mgo
Cao
Sor

Bzor
co2

si
A1
Si +Al

HCt
OH

2.000 2313 I 887 2208 3969 2090 2.104 2.103
4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000
-  0  0  0067 0172 0059 0  0

Xr. - 0.040 0.041 0 031 002'7 0 030 0 038 0 040

Notei All Fe is *pres*d asFe2* Zao: st or b€low det*tion limit, Dasht trot
atralyzed or not c€lcailated Ideal fomula is fiom Cius€ppetti et al, (1911) ){F. =

F€/(Fe'z. + Mg). * Lwels of TiOr, Crror, md ZnO det@ined at one poht oDly.
lAvqage @Jt of two SIMS aralyss. SAvqage result of two very similar EMPA uc
SIMS d0lyws TiO" MnQ ZnO, KrO, Na2O, md F ue at or below deteatiotr Brief
counting with the SMS showed a trace of Li ad little or no Be in hqksite from
Skye ud ia #2 md #3 from Crestnore
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sakhaite, and Povarennykh & Nefedov (1971) repoted
infrared evidence for OH, but not H2O, in harkerite.

We compare the observed compositions of harkerite
to the ideal charged-balanced composition lacking mo-
lecular H2O, Caa3 Mg16 [AlSia Ors (OH)j+ (BO:)ro
(CO:)ro (HCl)z (Table 4). Harkerite formulae are nor-
malized to Ca + Mg + Fe = 64 cations (Grew 1996)
rather than to B + C + 0.8 (Si + Al) = 48 (Barbien et al.
1977) because C contents deviate more from stoichi-
ometry than Ca. The measured CaO and MgO + FeO
contents approach the values in the ideal formula, ex-
cept for a deficiency in Ca in the Cascade Slide
harkerite. The light rare-earth elements (IREE) and Sr
can substitute for Ca (Barbieri et al. 1977). The harkerite
in Crestmore #lC and 2A, Cascade Slide #4 and Skye
(#56016) was scanned with the EDS specifically for Sr,
Y and the light rare-earths. Traces of La and Ce were
found only in harkerite from Cascade Slide #4; we estr-
mate that no more than a few tenths of a weight% oxide
are present. No trace of Sr or Y was found, but the de-
tection limit for Sr could be as high as 0.5 wtTo SrO
because of the interference between SiKct and Srlo
lines with the EDS. If the Sr content in the Cascade Slide
harkerite exceeded 0.5 wtTo SrO, which is equivalent to
0.3 apfu (atoms per formula unit) of Sr, there would be
sufficient Sr to make up the Ca deficiency in these
samples.

The maximum Si + Al contents in the Cascade Slide
and Crestmore #3A harkerite (19.133-19 516 apfu) ap-
proach the ideal value of 20 apfu, whichis theoretically
the maximum possible. The theoretical maximum is

4.0

10  11  12  13  14  15  16

Si per formula unit

Frc.7 Aluminum and silicon contents ofharkerite. Line in-
dicates ideal substitution

obtainable in formulae normalized to Ca + Mg + Fe =

64 only if no Sr and rare-earth elements (RED substt-
tute for Ca. Aluminum increases regularly with Si, but
in a ratio near 1:6 instead ofthe ideal 1:4 (Fig.7). B
varies inversely with Si + Al, resulting in a substitution
approaching (Bq)4 = 416 75 Sia 25 Ors zs (OH)o rs (Fig.

8). Boron contents are systematically lower than values

= 3.6

€ s.z
E
L

o
T .2 .8
o
o-
4 z.q

2.0

20

=18
(\l

E16
€

L

8_ 14
o
L

912

10
18161412 20

(Si + Al) per formula unit

Frc. 8. Boron versas (Si + Al) content in harkerite The line approximating the substitu-
tion in the analyzed samples is parallel to the line marked "ideal harkerite", whichjoins
the ideal harkerite composition CaasMgl6[AlSiaors(OH)]4GOtre(CO:)ro(HzO,HCl):
with an idealized sakhaite composition Caa3Mg16(BO)32(CO3)r6(H2O,HC1)2. The sym-
bols identifying samples are the same as those in Figure 7

(BO3)a e (AlSi4O1sOH)

O Crestmore #1C
o Crestmore #2A
oCrestmore #3A
I Cascade Slide
A Skye

(Alo.75Si4 25O1 5.25OHs.75)

(BO3)a e (AlSi4O15OH
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predicted from the substitution (BO3)4 = AlSi4Ol5(OH)
operating on the ideal harkerite composition, whereas
C contents exceed the ideal value of 16 apfu. Both fea-
tures are characteristic of all analyzed samples of
harkerite (e.9., Giuseppetti et al. 1977,Barbiei et al.
1977). Substitution of BO3 by 3OH (e.g., Yakubovich
et al. 1978) could make up the deficiency in B. Alterna-
tively, the presence of calcite impurities in the standard
analyzed in bulk by wet chemistry could result in B2O3
deficiency and COz excess (e.g., Gilseppetti et al.
1977), an error that would be propagated through the
SIMS analytical results.

The wet-chemical (Tilley 1951, Ostrovskaya et al.
1966) and electron-microprobe data gave2Cl per for-
mula unit in the Skye harkerite; Giuseppetti er al. (1977)
infered 50Vo occupancy equally divided between Cl and
O on this site, i.e., 1 Cl per formula unit. In the
Crestmore and Cascade Slide material, B increases with
Cl in a ratio of 3:1, close to the 4:1 ratio reported for
harkerite overall (Grew 1996), but the Skye material lies
off this trend (Fig. 9). The (Cl,O) site identified by
Giuseppetti et al. (1977) can accommodate a maximum
of 4 HCI if fully occupied and if H2O is absenr; in this
way the -4 Cl in Crestmore#2Acanbe accommodated.
Possibly, the substitution proposed by Osfovskaya(1969)
can be written HCI + [BO3];r2 = [AlSi+Ors(OD]-12,
where HCI is needed to fill the cage enclosed by the
four BO3 triangles rather than Cl for charge balance. In
harkerite containing too little Cl to lie on the trend(e.g.,
Skye, Fig. 9), H2O could be filling the cage instead of
HCI.

Harkerite from Crestmore contains a measurable
amount of S (0.08-0.23 wt%o SO3), whereas S in
harkerite from Cascade Slide and Skye is at or below
detection limit. The S content is higher in samples con-
taining anhydrite (1C, 24) and negtigible in the section

o Crestmore #1C
O Crestmore #2A
o Crestmore #3A
I Cascade Slide #3 & 4
A

A
. A
A A

A

B/Cl = 3

HARKERITE

1.5 2.O 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Cl oer formula unit

Ftc. 9. Boron yarszs chlorine contents in harkerite. The line
describes an ideal boron-to-chlorine ratio of 3:1. Cascade
Slide #3 and 4 are plotted with the same symbol.

containing the most sulfide (Skye), which suggests that
S is incorporated in harkerite as sulfate and not as sul-
fide. The tiny shoulder at 1122 cm I in the FTIR spec-
trum of Crestmorc #2A (Fig. 6) could be the main SOa
absorption feature.

In calculation of the formula. Fe has been oresumed
to be Fe2*. According to results of wet-cherniial analy-
ses, Fez+/Fe ranges from 0.38 to 1 in harkerite, and in
most cases, exceeds 0.5 (e.g., Tilley 1951, Ostrovskaya
et al.1966, Barbieri et al.1977). Stoichiometry ofthe
Crestmore a^nd Skye harkerite suggests that most Fe
could be Fer+ replacing Mg, because Mg + Fe is ap-
proximately eqwlto 16 apfu. However, Mg in harkerite
from Cascade Slide exceeds 16 apfu, and Al + Fe is ap-
proximately equal to 0.25 Si, the ideal value, which sug-
gests that Fer* replacing Al is dominant. However, we
suspect that Ca is less than 48 apfu rn theharkerite from
Cascade Slide (see above). If signifrcant amounts of Sr
or REE were replacing Ca and were not included in the
formula normalization, then Mg would appear to exceed
16 apfu.In summary, it seems more reasonable to pre-
sume that Fe is mostly Fe2* in all the samples of
harkerite studied here.

The low analytical totals could be due to any one or
all of the following: (1) underestimating B2O3 content
because the measured BzO: in the standard is too low,
(2) unanalyzed Sr and rare-earth elements, and (3) H2O
contents well above I wt%o, the amount equivalent to
-2HCl and 4 OH per formula unit. Given the ambigu-
ities in the anion occupancies and the absence of direct
measurements of H2O content, we have made no attempt
to estimate the H2O contents in the analyzed samples of
harkerite beyond that inferred for -2 HCI + 4 OH (-4
HCI + 4 OH in harkerite from Crestmore 2A). Although
there is little evidence for H2O in the larger cavities
(Giuseppetti et al. 1971) or elsewhere in the harkerite
structure (Povarennykh & Nefedov 1971), additional
HzO could be present as hydroxyl replacing BO3
(Ostrovskaya 1969, Yakubovich et al. 1978).

Orthosilicates

Both monticellite and forsterite incorporate measur-
able amounts of B and F (Table 5). The amount of B in
forsterite of Crestmore #2A is sufficient to show that it
replaces Si (Fig. 10); in general, F content increases with
B content; both features are characteristic of borian oli-
vine from other localities (Sykes et al. 1994, Grew
1996).

In contrast, B contents of andradite - grossular from
Cascade Slide and andradite from Skye are negligible
(Table 6), which is characteristic of most examples of
Ca-rich garnet (Grew 1996) except hydrogrossular -
hydro-andradite from the Vilyuy River, Yakutia
(Galuskin et al.1995). Deficiency in Si is probably due
to substitution by H and F: {n.(OH,F)o; - {SiOa};
H2O content has been calculated assuming that Ca + Mn
+ Mg+Fe + Ti + Al = 5 and Si + (F + OH)/4 = 3 (Valley

20

1 8

f

€ro
E

6 1 4
d]

1 2

1 0
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0.040

0.035

0.030

0.025

0.020

0.015

0.010

0.005

0.000
o.97 0.98 0.99

Si per formula unit

Frc. 10. Boron and F contents of monticellite and forsterite. The line describes an ideal
B = Si substitution
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et al.1983). Subsequent calculation ofFe3+/Fe assum-
ing total anionic charge ol 24 gave a proponion of Fer*
of 94Vo or more, i.e., Fe2* is essentially absent. Occu-

TABLE 5 SELECTED COMPOSITIONS OF MONIICELLITE
AND FORSTERITE

Cocade Slide
3 A 4 4
Mtc Mtc Fo

pancies of the 8-coordinated and 6- coordinated sites
approach the stoichiometric values of 3 and 2 cations,
respectively, if Mg and Fe2* are presumed to be octahe-
drally coordinated (Valley et al. 1983) rather than 8-
coordinated as in pyrope - almandine solid solutions.

Deviations from stoichiometry in vesuvianite, i.e.,
Si < 18 apfu of 50 cations and Ti + A1 + Fe + Mg > 13
apfu (Table 6), are characteristic of boron-bearing ve-
suvianite, whereas the intermediate Al and Mg contents
plot in the field of B-free vesuvianite (Groat er al. 1992,
Fig. 15). Given that the Crestmore vesuvianite contains
761 ppmB, high Mg and low Al contents are not neces-
sarily indicative of B-free vesuvianite.

Clinopyroxene

The clinopyroxene in Cascade Slide #5 is zoned
(Table 7); the increase in Al in the rim is the reverse of
the zoning reported by Tracy et al. (1978). A calcula-
tion of clinopyroxene composition assuming six atoms
of oxygen and all Fe as Fer+ results in cation totals ex-
ceeding four, implying little. if any, Fe2* is present
(Table 7), a conclusion also reached by Tracy et al.
(1978) for clinopyroxene associated with forsterite +

monticellite in other specimens of marble from Cascade
Slide.

Clintonite

The analyzed clintonite (Table 8) is comparable rn
composition to the more siliceous and least aluminous
reported by Wiechmann (1995). Iron is presumed to be

Skye Creshnore
56016 lC lC 2A 2A
Mtc Mtc Fo/l Fo/l Fo/2

Electon micoprcbe, frolo

sio, 37 .33 37 68 42 03 4t 51 4r .04
FeO 4 .33  270 253 205 190
MnO 1.06 0 16 0 l ' l  0 0.11
MCO 21 81 24.50 5476 55'74 56.31
CaO 35 50 35.46 0.30 023 024
ZnO 015 0  0  0  0
F  0 1 6  0  0  0 2 8  0 3 4
O=F -007 0 0 -0r2 -014

Ion miqoprobe (SIMS), wt%

BzO: - 012 0066 037 099
Total 100-27 10062 99 86 100 12 10079

Fomule pd 4 O

si 0 997 0 988 0.998 0 983 0 963
B - 000s 0003 0_015 0040
Fe2* o og7 0.059 o o5o o o4i o o3i
\r! 0024 0 004 0 003 0 0.002
Mg 0 868 0 957 1.939 1965 1.969
Zt 0003 0 0 0 0
Ca 1.015 0.96 0 008 0 006 0 006
Sm 3 004 3.009 3 001 3 010 3 01'7

F 0013 0  0  0 .021 0025

Xr. 0.101 0 058 0 025 0.020 0 018

37 94 31 48 41 88
2 8 8  4 5 1  2 7 0
032 0 42 0.39

2327 2289 5464
35.41 34.85 0.19
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

- 0077 0084
9982 10023 99 88

1.004 0.994 0 996
- 0.004 0 003
0 064 0 100 0 054
0.007 0009 0008
0 918 0 905 | 937
0 0 0
I 004 0.991 0 005
2.997 3003 3003

0 0 0

0065 0 100 002'7

Note: All Fe is qpreswd 6 Fdt &" : Fd(F*. +Mg) Zqo: at or below detection
limit, Dashr oot analyred or not calculated TiO", AlrOr, CrrO" Cl at or below limit
of det&tion

o Monticellite B

n Monticellite F

A Forsterite B

o Forsterite F

1C,2A,3A - Crestmore
3, 4, 5 -- Cascade Slide
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TABLE 6- COMPOSITIONS OF GARNET
AND VESITIANTTE

Oxides

Calculation of spinel formulae assuming ideal stoi-
chiometry yields Fe3+ > Fe2* in all cases (Table 9), a
feature characteristic of other examples of spinel from
Crestmore (Wiechmann 1995) and Cascade Slide
(Baillieul 1976, Tracy et al. 1978, Valley & Essene
1980a). The magnetite - magnesioferrite solid solutions
range in XrMe [=Mg/(N{g + Fe) in molar proportions]
from 0.32 to 0 64 and have low amounts of MgAl2Oa-
FeAlzO+ (Table 9, Fig. l1). Minor Ca was detected in
most of the oxides, but magnetite #3A from Cascade
Slide contains 0.63-1.15 wt%o CaO. We infer that CaO
measured in the oxides could result from fluorescence
of Ca in calcite and monticellite surounding the oxide
grains, a problem that was particularly acute in the Cas-
cade Slide #3A sample because the magnetite grains rn
this sample are smaller than the other oxide grains.

TABLE 7 RESTJLTS OF ELECTRON-MICROPROBE ANALYSES OF
CLINOPYRO)GNE FROM CASCADE SLIDE*

SiO, wt % 50 El
Tio, 0 37
Ato, 429
FeQ 284
MnO 0 09
MSO 16 08
CaO 2621

Skye CucadeSlidexmolithCrestmore
56016 3 5/1* 5/2*+ 3A
f t f t G r t f t V e s

Efectron-miooprob e dst4 wt o/o

sio, 3437 3695
Tio, 0 0 16
ArO, 075 874
FqOr't 2821 l8 89
FeO.t 2t21 18 89
F€O* 0 0
MnO 01E  009
MgO 0 70 o25
CaO 3372 3486
F  0 1 4  0
c l  0 0
O=F, Cl -{06 0

Cations
Chargd

S1

B

Mn
Ca
t t8l

I cations

0  0 0 1 0
0 074 0 825
1 7E6 1 i3E
0 0
0 oEE 0 030
1948 2003

0 013 0 006
3039 2991
3.052 2997

Ion microprobe (SMS), ppm

6 t l l
0 -

37 05 35 90
r 1 1  1 0 4

1175  733
13 79 20 15
1345 t943
0 3 1  0 6 5
0 1 3  0
0 8 0  0 3 t

3522 3446
012  0
0 0

-o.05 0

0 065 0 063
1 0E0 0 696
0 7E9 1 178
0 020 0 0,+4
0 093 0 046
20/.7 2027

0009 0
2943 2974
2952 2974

35  8 l
0 5 3

l o J /

5 Z O

0
402

36 65
024
0 0 9

412

767
t

B
B€

H,o
Total

Calculated*

071  0  3 i  o ' 19  0  E l
9872 r002s 10068 10000 96E5

Fomulae calculated from cations and charge

t - s i : s  t : s o $
23869 23982 24000 24000 -

2E9l 2959 2890 2E92 17347
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1

50 09
0 3 6
4
296
0

15 95
2620

100 50

si qfu
tsL4l
IqAl

Fe3*
Mtr
Mg

Sum

1847 tE25
0 153 0 115
0 031 0031
0 010 0  010
0 078 0 oEl
0003 0
0  E7 l  oE61
102t ro23

4 0t4 4 018

Ti
AI
te-

Fe2*

Mg

E t6l

0 193
9,346
I 1E8

2 903

0
t9 022

50 206

0 368
0 074

The fomulre re expresd itr atom pq fomla uit (@t) on the bsis of six stos

of oxygen * Smple rumber 5 Note: All Fe is exFesed as Fe+ Zso: at q b€low

the fimit of d€twtion CrrOr, ZtO, K:O, Na2O, F, Cl at or below tie liEit of

detstion

TABLE 8 COMPOSITIONS OF CLINTONITE FROM CRESTMORE

7 E9l 7 959 7 889 7 893

o397 0164 0411 0433
0037  0  0030  0
0 0 0 0

3A

OIr

cl
Elwtron microprobq M9lo

sio, l7 tt t7 03 1652
Tio, 0 l0 0 0'7 0
ArO, 4I 16 4079 4225
FEq 239 3  19  247
MSO 2l 11 2OEl 20 50
CaO 13 35 13 06 13 29
F  0 0 7  0  0
HrO,coJc 421 422 423
Total 9947 9917 9926

Ion miqoprobe (SMS), ppm

Fomule per 22 atoms of orygo

Note: Zero - at or below detection limit, Dash - not
analyzed or not calculated Na2O, K2O, Cr2O3, md
ZtO re at or below limit of detection *Included in
monticellite x+In calcite matrix fMesured
*Calculated $Excluding B gAnionic chuge
calculated from the cations #From OH = 4(3-SifF.
Valley et al (1983)

all Fe3+ because previous wet- chemical and Mtjssbauer
spectroscopic analyses of clintonite from Crestmore
yielded Fe3*/Fe values of 0. '7'7-0.87 (Eakle 1916,
Annersten & Olesch 1978t.

Note: All Fe is qprGs€d as Ff Zrc: at s belou the limit of detection MnO, ZnO,
CrrO3, KrO, Na2O, Cl at or bolow limit of ddediod

Si dpfu 2419
l4lAl 3 581
I6rAil 3 2'tj
T i  0  0 l l
Fel 0254
Me 4 449
Sw[6 ]  7991

Ca 2022
Sum Cat 16 013

oH 3969
F  0 0 3 1

2419 2340
3 581 3 660

0007 0
0341 0263
4406 4329
I 001 7 9E5

19A'7 2017
l5 988 16002

4 000 4 000
0 0Li

B
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Crestmore
lC 2A 3A
- l

Spl Spl Spl

Cocade Slide Crstmore
3 A 4 t C 2 A
1 2 2 2

Spl Spl Mgt Mfe

TABLE 9 SELECTED RESWTS OF ELECTRON-MICROPROBE
ANAIYSES OF SPINEL-GROIJP MINERALS

sections have similar SiO2, 8203, FeO, MgO and Cl
contents (Figs. 7-9), and three grains in Crestmore #2A
have similar FeMg values. However, harkerite grains
in both samples of Crestmore marble differ in SiOz,
B2O3, and CO2; harkerite in #lC differ in Cl and Fe/\4g
as well. Although the presence of zoning was not tested
with the electron microprobe, there is no physical evi-
dence of zoning in the Crestmore and Cascade Slide
material, such as the atoll texture in the harkerite from
Skye. There is no evidence for significant variation from
grain to grain in Fe/Mg and MnrMg in monticellite. In
forsterite, Xp" [= Fe/(Mg + Fe)] varies somewhat from
grain to grain, i.e., Xps ranges from 0.021 to 0.025 in
Crestmore lC and from 0.018 to 0.020 in Crestmore 2A
(Table 5). Variations in the B content of forsterite are
more marked in Crestmore 24. Gamet and clinopyroxene
in Cascade Slide #5 are compositionally heterogeneous,
e.9., gamet enclosed in monticellite is notably richer in
grossular than garnet in the calcite matrix (Table 6). In
most cases, spinel and magnetite vary relatively little
from grain to grain in Zn,Mn, Mg and calculated Fer+
contents; an exception is the spinel of Cascade #3, in
which Zn ranges from 3.93 to 5.28 wt%o ZnO.

Element distribution

The distribution of Fe2+ and Mg between harkerite
and associated forsterite, monticel]ite and spinel is regu-
lar (the Fe is presumed to be all Fez+ in the orthosilicates:

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

X(Fe2.)

FIG I 1 Average compositions of coexisting spinel and mag-
netite plotted in the reciprocal system MgFe2O4-FeFe2Oa-
MgAl2Oa-FeAl2Oa X(Fe2+) = pe2*/1Fe2* + Mg;;x1Fe3t; =
Fe3*/(Fel+ + Al). Dashed lines indicate tie lines calculated
by Lehmann & Roux (1986) for 800'C and 4 kbar Log
./(O2) values (italics) were estimated from Johnston &
Beckett (1986, Fig. 4) using magnetite compositions, and
repre-sent the maximum possible for a given magnetite
X(Fe'*) because orthopyroxene is absent.

Cascade Slide
3 4 4

l l
Mfe MSt

Tio,
aro,

Fqor
FeO
lInO
Mco
CaO
ZnO

Tola.l

Ti
AI
Cr
t g
r g
Mn
Mg
Zt
Ca

Sm

X".

0 0 5  0 0 8  0  0 0 4
u33 6147 6616 627a
0 1 8  0  0  0 0 7
5 9 1  1 0 1 8  3 1 ' t  6 9 8
1 8 6  1 5 2  1 9 2  2 8 5
0 11 022 0 20 025

2515 2532 2453 2295
0 0 6  0 0 5  0  0
1 4 5  1 2 4  2 8 0  3 9 3

99 l0 100 08 99 38 99 85

0 0 7  0 4 2  0 5 8
6 0 3 7  1 3 6  1 6 1
0 0 9  0  0
843 7077 7124
330 l ' ,t 15 1425
021 0  53  075

2 1 4 4  E 8 2  1 0 6 7
0 0 6  0 1 1  0 1 6
5 3 1  0  0

9928 9916* 9926

0 0 0 1  0 0 1 1  0 0 1 5
I 832 0 oJE 0 067
0002 0  0
0 t63 | 920 | 902
0071 o5r7  0423
0 005 0 016 0 023
0E23 0474 0563
0 1 0 1  0  0
0 002 0 004 0 006

3 000 3 000 3 000

0079 0522 A429

0 0
0 60 024
0  0 0 7

7 3 9 0 ' 7 1 t 9
10 58 20 16
162 I  33

l l 5 8  5 8 0
0 6 3  0 1 7
0  0 1 9

98 91 99 15

0 0
0 025 0010
0 0 @
1975 1  7
0314 0625
0049 0u2
0613 0321
0 0m5
oo24 0fr7

3000 30m

0 339 0 661

Fomulae pq 4 O md 3 canoas (apfu)

0 m 1  0 0 0 1  0  0 0 0 1
I 884 I 806 I 930 I 865
0004 0  0  0001
0 1 1 1  0 l 9 l  0 0 7 0  0 1 3 2
0039 0032 0,040 0060
0 002 0 005 0 004 0 005
0932 0 .941 0905 0862
0027 0023 0051 0073
0002 0001 0  0

3 000 3 000 3 000 3 000

0 040 0 033 0042 0065

The compositioro ue *pressed s oxides, in wt 0/o Note: The rutio Fd*,Te} is
calerlated fron stoictiometry &! = Fe'?+(Ire'?+ + Mg) Zdor at or b€low the limit of
detestion KrO, NaaO, F, Cl ue below the limit of detection Mfe: mgnesiofefiite
r lucludes 0 06 wtolo SiOr, which ws trot ured in the calolarion of the fomula

TABLE IO CONSTRAINTS ON OXYGEN FUGACITY AT EOO'C

Bufering r€ction Limiting Orygen fugacity

Wollastonite + magnetite + mdraditer aed eFM (lower limit)
Orthopyroxene + olivirc + mgnetite' HM + 2 log uditc (upper limit)
Anhydrite + rognetite + calcite + pyrhotite3 ntr eFM

Noter HM herotite + magnetit€, QFM. qudz + fayalit€ + magnctite Sou@s: l:
Gustafson (1974) ud Liou (1974), 2. Johnston & Beckett (1986), 3 | Esti@ted Aom
C@o[ & Ruthqfo.d (1987), Belm (198t) ed Robie & Hmingway (1995) for log
a(COr) betw@n -2 and -3

Analyses of a perovskite grain in Crestmore #lC
gave variable Ti (50.0-56.7 wt%oTiO), relatively con-
stant Ca (39.25Vo CaO) and Fe (1.21 wt%o as FeO); to-
tals are low (90.6-97 .6 wt%). Scans of two grains with
the EDS suggest that small amounts of U could be
present, but no Th, W, Nb or Ta was found.

C ompo sitional hetero g ene ity

Minerals in the harkerite-bearing rocks show over-
all compositional heterogeneity, but this is expressed
more in terms of B, Si and Al than in Fe2+ and Mg. On
the one hand, harkerite grains in the three Cascade Slide

^ 0.6
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Fig. l2), which is consistent with Fe being largely fer-
rous in harkerite. However, the lines for harkerite -

monticellite and harkerite - spinel intercept the abscissa
at positive values of the ratio Fe2*/Mg in harkerite, sug-
gesting that minor Fe'* could be present in harkerite.
The line harkerite - forsterite intercepts the abscissa at
a negative value of Fe2*/Mg, which could result from
the lack of documentation for more than three pairs.

Fe2* is fractionated increasingly as follows: forsterite
< harkerite < soinel < monticellite << masnetite. In-

^ -  l t ^ ' .crease of Fer*/Mg in magnetite with Fez*/Mg of associ-
ated orthosilicates is regular except for #3 from Cascade
Slide. If iron in clinopyroxene and clintonite were con-
sidered to be all Fe2* instead of Fe3*. then their Fe2+/Ms
values would exceed the Fe2*/Mg value of associatel
forsterite, a relationship contrary to that observed else-
where (Obata et al. 79'74, Ackermand et al. 1986).

Tie lines joining magnetite and spinel compositions
form a regular array for three of the four samples
(Fig. 1l), which is consistent with equilibrium crystal-
lization. The tie line for Cascade Slide 3.A cuts across
the others; the oxide compositions thus do not seem ln
equilibrium in this sample. Tie lines for the three equili-
brated samples are also consistent with the array calcu-
lated for coexisting magnetite and spinel solid-solutions
in the reciprocal system MgFe2Oa-FeFe2Oa-MgAl2Oa-
FeAlzO+ at 800'C and 4 kbar (Lehmann & Roux 1986).
That is, Fe2*/Mg distribution between the two oxides is
consistent with crystallization at 800"C and has not been
affected by retrograde or late, low- temperature redis-
tribution that would have rotated the tie lines such that

magnetite would have become more ferroan, and spinel
more magnesian. However, the miscibility gap between
magnetite - magnesioferrite and hercynite - spinel solid
solutions is much wider than the solvus calculated by
Lehmann & Roux (1986). In contrast, magnesioferrite
reported from igneous rocks retain more spinel -

hercynite in solid solution, e.9., alkali gabbro from Ha-
waii (Johnston & Stout 1984). Thus it is possible that
Fe3* was lost from spinel - hercynite and A1 from mag-
netite - magnesioferrite after crystaltzation. This read-
justment apparently did not affect Fer+/Mg distribution.

INrenpnnrerroN oF THE MrNBnaI- AsssMsLacps

Approach to chemical equilibrium is implied by (1)
the regular distribution of Fe2* and Mg among harkerite,
forsterite, monticellite, spinel and magnetite, and (2) the
reasonable compositional homogeneity with respect to
Fe2+ and Mg. Consequently, it is possible to recognize the
following stable mineral assemblages in the six samples:

harkerite + forsterite + clintonite + magnetite +
calcite + anhydrite + pyrrhotite (Crestmore #lC
marble)
harkerite + forsterite + clintonite + spinel +
magnetite + calcite + anhydrite (Crestmore #2A
marble)
harkerite + monticellite + clintonite + vesuvianite
(+calcite?) (Crestmore #3A skarn)
harkerite + monticellite + spinel + calcite +
pyrrhotite (Cascade Slide #3 marble)
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FIG. 12. Distribution of Fe2+ and Mg between harkerite and associated minerals Lines are
least-squares fits to the monticellite, spinel and forsterite data. Line marked Kp = 1 (=
(Fe2*A4gLrhJ( Fe2*/Mg)H*) represents an equal distribution of Fe2* and Mg. Plotted
values are average compositions for each mineral in a given sample.
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harkerite + monticellite + forsterite + soinel +
magnetite + calcite (Cascade Stide #4 marbte.)
harkerite + monticellite + clinopyroxene + calcite
(Cascade Slide #5 marble).

Although textures imply that certain minerals crystal-
lized after others, most of the minerals remained in con-
tact, and by extension, equilibrated with one another.
However, minerals apparently isolated from most of the
others (spinel and monticellite in Crestmore #1C) and
secondary minerals are not included in the assemblages.
The position of a few minerals is ambiguous. Calcite is
possibly secondary in Crestmore #3A. Textures of gar-
net suggest that it could be an early as well as a late
phase in the Cascade Slide rocks, and thus it has not
been included in the assemblages.

Sixteen components (CaO, MgO, FeO, MnO, ZnO,
Fe2O3, Cr2O3, A12O3,8203, TiOz, SiOz, H2O, CO2, SO3,
Cl, and F) are needed to fully describe the compositions
of the minerals. Nonetheless, as a first approximation,
the mineral assemblages can be projected through cal-
cite, a ubiquitous phase, onto the (Mg, Fe)O-(A1,
Fe)2O3-SiO2 plane in order to assess the role of the com-
ponents not projected (Fig. 13). Projection through CO2
and H2O, as well as CaO, allows for the possibility of
extemal control of the fugacities of these two volatile
components, a common practice in the portrayal of
calcareous assemblages in contact aureoles (e.g.,Tracy
& Frost 1991).

si02 Compatibility

.11. c.".t-or"
!i 

Cascade Slide

(Mg,Fe)O Spl (A1, Fe)2O3

FIG. 13. Compositions of harkerite and associated minerals
projected into the model system (Mg,Fe)O - (Al,Fe)2O3 -
SiO2 with calcite in excess, and CO2 and H2O presumed to
be mobile components. The B and Cl contents ofharkerite
are ignored in this projection. Only three-phase assem-
blages are labeled. Mineral abbreviations are given in
Table 1. Italics are used to distinsuish Cascade Slide
samples.

Figure 13 shows that the marble assemblages from
Cascade Slide and Crestmore marbles are related by the
following reaction calculated from simplified formulae:

4 Monticellite (CaMgSiO+) + 3.6
Spinel (MgAl2O+) + 2 CO2+ 2H2O -
1.6 Forsterite (Mg2SiOa) + Clintonite
lC a2Mga a Al7 25 i2 4O2O(OH) 4l + 2 Calcite (CaC O: )

Textures in Crestmore #lC suggest that the reaction
did not quite proceed to completion in this particular
sample. The presence of diopside + spinel in other sirmples
of marble from Cascade Slide (Tracy et al. 1978,Yal-
ley & Essene 1980a) and apparent absence of clintonite
+ monticellite (these two minerals are not in direct con-
tact in specimen #2, the only clintonite-bearing rock
reported from Cascade Slide) place Cascade Slide on
the high-temperature, high-X(COz) side of the reaction:

0.36 Monticellite (CaMgSiO4) + Clintonite
[Ca2Mga aA\ 2Si2 4O26(OH)4] + 0.91 CO2 *
1.45 Diopside (CaMg6eAle2Si1,eO6) + 3.45 Spinel
(MgAl2Oa) + 0.91 Calcite (CaCO:) + 2HzO

Although the two reactions imply that the spinel-
bearing assemblages at Cascade Slide formed at higher
temperature and X(CO2) than the Crestmore clintonite-
bearing assemblages, the difference is more likely due
to Zn, which is incorporated in spinel preferentially to
other phases. Zn contents are as high as ll.3 wt%o ZnO
(0.204.22 Zn apfu) in the marbles containing diopside
+ spinel from Cascade Slide (Tracy et al. l978,YaIley
& Essene 1980a), and thus could have stabi l ized
monticellite + spinel and diopside + spinel at the ex-
pense of assemblages with clintonite.

Projection of harkerite compositions onto the plane
(Mg, Fe)O-(Al, Fe)zO:-SiOz shows that its SiO2 con-
tent reflects the mineral assemblage. The more siliceous
compositions of harkerite are associated with monti-
cellite (Crestmore #3A and all Cascade Slide sections),
whereas the less siliceous compositions from Crestmore
are associated with forsterite + clintonite + spinel.
(Fig. l3).

CoNorrroNs oF FoRMATToN

Crestmore quarry

Crestmore is a classic metasomatic contact aureole
in which SiO2, A12O3 and other oxides were introduced
into a magnesian marble country-rock from tonalite and
quartz monzonite at high temperatures and low pres-
sures (e.9., Bumham 1959). Wiechmann (1988, 1995)
calculated peak temperatures of -815 + 15oC at 1.25 +
0.25 kbar fluid pressure, and an X(CO2) of <0.010
during the first metasomatic event, when SiO2 was
introduced (Ml). Wiechmann further reasoned that
temperatures remained close to the peak during the
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second metasomatic event, when Al and subordinate Fe,
Ti and Cr were introduced (M2). Typical M2 mrnerals
are garnet, vesuvianite, gehlenite, clintonite, and spinel.

Harkerite is inferred to be a M2minerulbecause it rs
found closely associated with spinel and clintonite.
Thus, harkerite probably formed at T > 800oC and
Pnura = 1.25 kbar. Anhydrite also appears to be coeval
with clintonite and harkerite, and there is no reason to
think that it is not also an M2 phase, although
Wiechmann (1995) considered "wilkeite", which is
sulfatian, silicatian apatite, a high-temperature (700'C
or more) retrograde phase.

Boron minerals are found locally in the igneous and
contact rocks at Crestmore (e.9., Woodford et al. 7941,
Burnham 1959), but have not been reported in
unmetamorphosed limestone, and are rare in the
metasomatized contact-rocks. It thus seems reasonable
to assume that B originated in the igneous rocks and
was introduced into the contact rocks. Situating
harkerite as an M2 phase in Wiechmann's (1995) se-
quence implies introduction of B and Cl with Al durins
the second phase of metasomatism.

Cascade Slide xenolith

The Cascade Slide xenolith in the Marcy anorthosite
massif has many features in common with Crestmore;
indeed, the xenolith would appear to be another example
of a classic high-temperature, low-pressure contact au-
reole, a similarity noted by previous investigators (e.9.,
Trucy et al. 1978, Valley & Essene 1980a). Two miner-
als reported from Cascade Slide, monticellite and
ikermanite. are characteristic of skarns formed in con-
tact aureoles, but not of regional metamorphic terranes.
However, the contact rocks at Cascade Slide developed
in a very different geological context from Crestmore.

In contrast to the Crestmore marbles, B could have
originated in the calcareous protolith at Cascade Slide
and was not necessarily infroduced from the anorthosite.
Tourmaline is widespread in marbles of the Adirondack
Highlands (Valley & Essene 1980b), and other boron-
bearing minerals are found locally (Larsen & Schaller
1932,Grew et al.199l).

The pressure-temperature conditions under which
harkerite crystallized cannot be determined in a straight-
forward manner. The depth at which the Marcy
anorthosite massif was emplaced and whether it was
emplaced before a regional granulite-facies metamor-
phic event or coevally with this event are matters of
debate. In general, the metamorphic rocks around the
Marcy anorthosite massif appear to constitute a typical
granulite-facies complex. Valley & Essene (1980a) cal-
culated that the Cascade Slide ikermanite-bearing as-
semblage equilibrated at 750 + 30"C,7.4+ 1 kbar, under
granulite-facies conditions, which is consistent with
other studies giving temperatures culminating at 780oC
with P in the range 7-8 kbar for the Adirondack High-
lands as a whole (e.9., Bohlen et al. 1985, Kitchen &

Valley 1995). Spear & Markussen (1997) estimated
peak temperatures of -800-850oC at P = 6.5-8 kbar for
a large area of the Marcy anorthosite massif and its
country rock, including Cascade Slide, whereas Alcock
& Muller (in press) estimated temperatures of 850-
950'C at pressures - 7.5 kbar for rocks in the contact of
the Marcy anorthosite gneiss at Elizabethtown, about
20 km east-southeast of Cascade Slide.

Two scenarios have been proposed for the metamor-
phic evolution of the Adirondack Highlands. Valley &
O'Neil (1982, 1984) and Whitney (1983) proposed a
two-stage evolution: an early contact event in the aure-
ole of the anorthosite emplaced at <3 kbar followed by
granulite-facies metamorphism at depth. TheX(COz) for
assemblages containing Akermanite, monticellite, or
wollastonite is inferred to have been very low during
the succeeding granulite-facies event (Valley & Essene
1980a, Valley et al. l990,Val1ey & O'Neil 1982, 1984).
Nonetheless, as emphasized by Valley et al. (1990),the
low-pressure assemblages were not merely metastable
relics, but did equilibrate under granulite-facies condi-
tions. Thus, the distinctive assemblages in the Cascade
Slide xenolith, including those with harkerite, crystal-
lized at P < 3 kbar, but were stable following further
burial because of the absence of a fluid phase. The alter-
native scenario is that the anorthosite was intruded at
depth under granulite-facies conditions (e.g.,Wiener et
al. 1984). Alcock & Muller (1999) cited evidence from
nearElizabethtown, New York, that the anorthosite was
emplaced at depths corresponding to 7.5 kbar and co-
eval with regional granulite-facies metamorphism. They
estimated temperatures rising to 950"C or more at the
contact with the anorthosite. According to this scenario,
the mineral assemblages in the Cascade Slide xenolith
formed at the granulite-facies pressure of 7.5 kbar, but
at temperatures 150-200"C higher than the granulite-
facies temperatures affecting rocks distant from the
anorthosite contact.

Both scenarios require that the harkerite at Cascade
Slide experienced pressures approaching 8 kbar. In ad-
dition, our chemical data are consistent with harkerite
having been in chemical equilibrium with associated
minerals at Cascade Slide as well as at Crestmore. Thus,
harkerite can no longer be regarded as a typomorphic
mineral of shallow intrusions and similar low-pressure
environments ("sanidinite facies"); it is also stable at
moderate pressures.

Oxygen fugacity

Wiechmann (1995) noted that fluids dtxing the M2
event at Crestmore were oxidizing and became more so
following M2, as evidenced, respectively, by the rela-
tively high Fe3+ contents of spinel and by the high-
temperature retrograde phase, SO+-bearing apatite
("wilkeite"). The high Fe3*/Fe value in clintonite re-
ported by Eakle (1916) and Annersten & Olesch (1978)
can also be cited as evidence for oxidizins conditions.
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Tracy et al. (1978) cited the high proportion ofFe3+ in
diopside as evidence that Cascade Slide marbles crys-
tallized under oxidizing conditions. Another suggestion
that conditions were relatively oxidizing is the relatively
high MgFe2Oa content of magnetite (Frost & Lindsley
1991). LogflO2) calculated from the magnesian mag-
netite compositions using the orthopyroxene + olivine
+ magnetite buffer ofJohnston & Beckett (1986) range
from -7 to -8 (Fig. ll). However, orthopyroxene is
absent in the harkerite-bearing marbles, and conse-
quently these calculated values are only an upper limit
for a given composition of magnetite at 800.C The
absence of wollastonite gives a minimum possible (O2)
from the wollastonite + andradite + magnetite buffer
(Table 10). The problem with this buffer is that among
the magnetite-bearing rocks, andradite is present only
in Cascade Slide #3, and there it is a secondary mineral.

Attempts to quantify theflO2) during crystallization
suggest intermediate oxygen fugacities near the quartz
+ fayalite + magnetite buffer, QFM (Table 10, Ftg. 141.
The pyrrhotite + anhydrite + magnetite assemblage in
Crestmore #lC is a possible oxygen buffer:

calcite (CaCO3) + pynhotite (Fe6 eS) + 2.7 02-
anhydrite (CaSOa) + 0.3 magnetire (FeFe2Oa) + CO2

At a CO2 activity reasonable for the marbles (0.001-
0.01), the/(O2) buffered by the above reaction could be
close to QFM. Crestmore #2A could be more oxidized
than the buffer assemblage because pyrrhotite is absent,
whereas the Cascade Slide marbles could be more re-
duced because anhydrite is absent and pyrrhotite is
present in one sample. Increasing oxidation is correlated
with decreasin g F e2* lMg in coexisting ferromagnesian
minerals (Fig. l2), a relationship commonly obServed
in metamorphic rocks (e.9., Chinner 1960) and further
evidence for an approach to equilibrium.

CoNcr-usroNs

The results of the present study have shown the fol-
lowing:

1. Variations in SiO2, A12O3 and BzO: in harkerite
approximately fit the substitution (BO3)a + ,4.16 75Sia 25
Ors zs(OH)o zs. Relative to the idealized formula based
on a crystal-structure refinement, harkerite contains
excess CO2 and is deficient in B, even if allowance is
made for the above substitution. Overall. much remains
to be explained about the crystal chemistry of harkerite,
particularly the roles of SO3, Cl (HCl), H2O, and OH.
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Ftc. 14. Log a(CO2) - logflO2) plot ofreactions in the system Ca-Fe-Si-S-C-O relevant
to an estimation of the oxygen fugacity conditions for the harkerite-bearing marbles.
The area to the right of the dotted line flog a(CO) > 0] is inaccessible and is included
only to complete the phase diagram. Abbreviations are given in Table 1 except Wo:
wollastonite, Py: pyrite, Qtz: qluartz, QFM: quartz + fayalite + magnetite; [ ]: encloses
phase not involved in reaction at invariant point. Sources of data: Wo + CO2 = Cal + Qtz
(GEO-CALC, e.g, Berman 1988); Qtz + Mgt + Anh = Wo + Po + 02 (Carroll &
Robinson 1987); QFM (Frost 1991). Locations of the other reactions were estimated
from data of Robie & Hemingway (1995) and Berman (1987); these are only approxi-
mate The positions of reactions involving magnetite apply only to the end-member
composition [a(FeFe2Oa) = 1]. The reaction 2 magnetite + 3 wollastonite + 3 CO2= 02
+ 3 fayalite + 3 calcite in the subsystem Ca-Fe-Si-C-O (heavy lines) is not labeled
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2. Forsterite, monticellite and vesuvianite associated
with harkerite can incorporate some boron, whereas
only traces of B were found in associated andradite -
grossular and clintonite.

3. Harkerite crystallized in equilibrium with associ-
ated monticellite, forsterite, magnetite and spinel in
marble and skarn from Crestmore and Cascade Slide.
The distribution of Fe2+ and Mg is regular among these
phases and varies systematically with estimated oxygen
fugacity. Harkerite remained stable at pressures near
8 kbar at Cascade Slide. Near-absence of a fluid phase
and low activities of COz, rather than low lithostatic
pressure, are critical in stabilizing harkerite.

4. Despite the relatively high Fel*/Fe values of sev-
eral phases, notably spinel and magnetite, oxygen fuga-
city estimated from the buffering assemblage anhydrite
+ magnetite + pyrrhotite + calcite is close to that for the
QFM buffer. The "oxidized" compositions of spinel and
magnetite could be a consequence of low Fe2*/1\4g and
high temperatures. These conditions favor a more even
distribution of Fe2+ and Mg between the two minerals,
i.e., increased MgFe2Oa content in magnetite, and a
narrower solvus between spinel and magnetite solid-
solutions, resulting in significant (Mg,Fe)FezO+ solid
solution in spinel. Anhydrite (and other Ca-sulfate
phases such as sulfatian apatite) and magnetite with sig-
nificant magnesioferrite component could play an im-
poftant role in determining the sulfur-oxygen budget in
silica-undersaturated marbles metamorphosed to high
temperatures.
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